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Blackfin Boats 302DC Wins Boating Industry’s Top Product Award
Williston, FL — Blackfin Boats is proud to announce the newly released 302DC has been recognized as one of Boating
Industry ‘s 2022 Top Products. Boating Industry ‘s ninth annual list of top product award winners was officially announced
yesterday, bringing you some of the marine industry’s best and most innovative products and services to recently hit the
market. Blackfin Boats is honored to be among them.
With Blackfin’s 302DC making a very successful debut appearance during the 2022 Miami International Boat show, this
award is a true testament to our design and engineering teams unwavering efforts to bring the best and most innovative
products to the Blackfin line. Only 50 products are recognized in the Boating Industry ‘s Top Products Award Program out
of 100’s of submissions, making this an outstanding achievement for Blackfin Boats.
“Blackfin continues to bring unique features to boat classes that bring new levels of enjoyment to all boaters. The new
302DC is no exception to that, by bringing a new level of versatility to a dual-console boat. All of its combined features and
a promise of a great day out on the water for users made it an easy choice for the Boating Industry team as a Top Product
for 2022.” – Adam Quandt, Editor-in-Chief, Boating Industry.
Blackfins 302DC offers an abundance of features unique to its class creating in essence, a saltwater bowrider perfect for
multi-purpose use. Some distinctive features include a multi-position starboard side flip-seat with yeti cooler as well as a
galley arrangement with sink, pull out faucet, cutting board, optional pull-out grill, yeti cooler and drawer refrigerator.
Accommodations for the avid fisherman such as in floor fish boxes, baitwell, tuna door, removable bow cushions with casting
platform and well thought out fold away features such as the transom fold away seat have also been integrated into the
design of the 302DC. Blackfin’s 302DC offers a standard integrated bow thruster, and its unique hull features Michael Peters
two step hull design which helps boost performance and creates an impeccably smooth and dry ride. The dual console
design, layout and additional amenities found aboard the 302DC create an outstanding crossover design and provide
everything needed for full family use.
“We would like to thank Boating Industry for this prestigious award and recognition,” said Charles Marshall, Co-Chairman
of Blackfin Boats. “We feel this is a direct reflection of the commitment our design and engineering teams dedicate towards
delivering and designing not only high-quality boats but also to creating custom boats that provide an unmatched experience
on the water for our customers.”
To view the full article visit https://boatingindustry.com/features/2022/04/28/boating-industrys-2022-top-products/, or to find
additional information on Blackfin’s 302DC, visit our website at https://www.blackfinboats.com/302DC
ABOUT BLACKFIN
Since its birth in 1973, Blackfin has been the gold standard for top-quality fishing boats. Now the brand lives on and it's
better than ever. Our current line of boats features both center and dual console boats which range from 22’ to 33’, with a
39’ Center Console coming this summer. Every Blackfin Boat features all the best traits of the original Blackfin classic fishing
boat, seamlessly blended with all the latest in innovative technology. Our aim at Blackfin Boats is to build on a legendary
brand heritage while incorporating the latest in design, engineering and materials to deliver state-of-the-art fishing boats
unmatched in durability, safety, build quality and warranty.

